
Candidate Sourcing Platform
Search first and post later—combine all your sourcing tools into one platform

Add value to your recruitment technology with 
Candidate Sourcing Platform 
When asked by CareerBuilder, 22 percent of CEOs agree that one of the biggest 

challenges they face in pre-hire technology today is the lack of coordination 

and consolidation among different resources. Powered by semantic search and 

parsing technology, Candidate Sourcing Platform assembles all of your sourcing 

software tools into a single platform. It can be integrated with your Applicant 

Tracking System (ATS) and has full source code tracking capabilities.

Search your existing pool of candidates
The average company uses 12 different tools to source candidates. With this many 

fragmented resources, it is easy for recruiters to duplicate efforts by viewing, 

downloading and contacting the same candidate more than once.

Candidate Sourcing Platform ensures each recruiter follows a process engineered 

to return candidates from your existing sources first. With each new job requisition 

created in your ATS, semantic technology converts the job description into a 

Boolean search string — making all of your recruiters Boolean experts. Simply 

run the search, and Candidate Sourcing Platform  instantly serves up relevant 

candidates from across all your candidate databases.  Furthermore, you can source 

candidates from all of your external resume databases — free or paid — and social 

channels from one unified platform.

Connected to your ATS
The intuitive workflow can be integrated with your ATS or used as a stand-alone 

portal to encourage sourcing best practices by putting all past and future applicants 

in one place. With this amount of transparency, searching for candidates is more 

efficient and will reduce your sourcing budget. 

 

Increase recruiting efficiency with full transparency
With Broadbean Job Distribution, a recruiter can instantly send job postings 

to over 7,000 partner job boards, social media sites and professional networks. 

Each job posting is tracked to deliver real ROI data based on number of applicants 

received per source — helping your team direct advertising spend to those channels 

that will deliver the highest number of quality candidates.

Features:

• myCandidates 

Source past applicants from your ATS, 

CareerBuilder job postings and Talentstream 

Engage members

• Skills Extraction 

Job descriptions are turned into intelligent 

Boolean search queries

• Unified Search 

Source candidates from all of your external 

resume databases in one interface leveraging 

Broadbean Resume Search  

• Broadbean Job Distribution 

Distribute open positions to all of your relevant 

job boards and social media channels in 3 simple 

steps

• Social Sharing 

Instantly share your job posting to social media 

sites and monitor engagement

• ATS Integration 

Automatic import of job descriptions and 

requisition details directly to Candidate Sourcing 

Platform  — no additional logins required



Find the candidates you need before posting
Streamline sourcing efforts with all of your candidate information in one place

Post jobs to all your job boards and 

social media networks at once

Find candidates in your internal 

database that match search criteria

Semantic search technology builds 

Boolean search queries from your 

job descriptions

Search past applicants and external 

resume databases in one interface

Instantly share job postings to social 

media, and use source code tracking 

to measure success

Contact your representative today, or visit HIRING.CAREERBUILDER.COM

Candidate Sourcing Platform is part of the Talentstream Technologies suite of 
solutions that bring together all the tools you need to manage the entire 
recruitment process.
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